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Inspired by the idea of bringing pre-existing elements together to 
make something entirely new, Remix pairs upholstered comfort  
with innovative Flex Net Matrix™ technology for active, all day 
support. Remix delivers unexpected performance in a familiar form.

By combining traditional and innovative elements, Remix infuses 
movement into a traditionally static upholstered chair.

A  A flex net matrix made of a high performance elastomer pairs  
with plush cushioning and a flexible back frame to provide 
resilient support and flexibility as you change positions 
throughout the day.

B  The contoured seat and wraparound back offer soft, 
uninterrupted comfort and a sense of refuge. Varying levels of 
foam thickness provide targeted cushioning while waterfall edges 
make it easy to shift postures.

C  The synchronized tilt tension control provides a smooth, effortless 
recline and can be adjusted to enable a truly personalized fit. Use 
the three point tilt lock to relax into the chair for a deep dwell.

Warranty 

Structural components: 12 Years 
Upholstery, textiles, leathers, finishes: 3 Years
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STATEMENT OF LINE FEATURES & OPTIONS

Work Chair 
W: 30" 
D: 23.5" (excluding base)  
H: 36.5–44.9"*

High Back Work Chair 
W: 30" 
D: 23.5" (excluding base)  
H: 43.4–51.3"*

+  Arms available in high-performance, height-adjustable, 
aluminum loop or plastic loop

+  Available with split upholstery as a standard option

+  Casters available with hard or soft wheels

FINISHES

Please visit knoll.com/surface-finish-library to view all finishes and swatches.
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*With standard cylinder. Low (-1.4") and high (+1.3") cylinders available.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN DETAILS

+  BIFMA level® certified

+  Certified Clean Air GOLD

+  Flex Back Net made of rapidly renewable sourced 
material

+  Can contribute to achieving U.S. Green Building Council 
LEED® credits

+  Plastic base version made with 38% recycled content 
and 45% readily recyclable parts

+  Aluminum base version made with 39% recycled 
content and 57% readily recyclable parts
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